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Abstract

The concept of brain death, which was originally designed as a prognostic tool allowing withdrawal of life support, has over the years evolved into a diagnostic tool for declaring death. The concept of “brain death is death” lacked convincing philosophical justification from the time it was first proposed in 1968, and it defies well-established scientific truths. Despite these shortcomings, the brain death concept is accepted as legal death in many countries, it is “well settled yet unresolved” and, "it is too flawed to endure and too ingrained to abandon". Whether or not brain death equates with religious death has been debated by religious scholars for many years, but it has taken more of a prominent role in the context of deceased organ donation. Leading judicial councils in the Islamic world have reached different conclusions: The International Fiqh Academy (IIFA-OIC), 1986, accepted brain death as Islamic death providing “all functions of brain cease irreversibly and the brain has started to degenerate as witnessed by specialist physicians” which does not equate with brain death as practiced in clinical medicine anywhere in the world. The European Council for Fatwa and Research (ECFR) in 2000 ratified this IIFA-OIC ruling. Both the IIFA-MWL and Islamic Organisation for Medical Sciences (IOMS) have rejected brain death as Islamic death but allowed withdrawal of life support. Two recent fatwa (legal edicts) in the UK and the USA by contemporary Muslim scholars, notably, Butt, a jurisconsult and a hospital chaplain specialising in medical bioethics, in 2019 and the Fiqh Council of North America (FCNA) in 2021, have also rejected equating brain death with Islamic death by comparing the traditional method of determining death with the diagnostic criteria currently used for brain death. Rashid, a traditional Islamic scholar and a physician, has studied the opinions of Muslim scholars of the past and concluded that the permanent cessation of consciousness constitutes legal death in Islam, and he opines that the concept of higher brain death and brainstem death in clinical practice both qualify as legal death in Islam. These different approaches to the same problem have led to diametrically opposing views on brain death, leaving the Muslim public confused.

This paper looks at the history of the evolving concept of brain death over the last fifty years and the underlying criteria justifying brain death as death to try to answer the crucial question: Has medical science reached a sufficient level of understanding of death to create a new standard of legal death in religion, particularly Islam?

Introduction

Historically, death was not so difficult to define. A catastrophic injury to any one of the vital organs - heart, lungs, or brain, would lead to a rapid deterioration of the other two organs culminating in death. However, with the advent and widespread development of intensive care units, artificial airways, and artificial ventilation, it
became possible to disrupt this natural cycle of events leading to death. Patients with severe brain injury and no hope of survival could continue to occupy ICU beds on artificial ventilation, putting a burden on hospitals and families, financially and emotionally. Some felt this problem required redefining death with greater precision. However, there were some other crucial factors at play at that time which led to defining a condition known as irreversible coma as “brain death”, a concept which has been a source of controversy since its inception. Studying the competing narratives put forward will help structure the ethical debate on the issue and formulate policy.

The concept of brain death and its evolution

Despite what many people may think, “brain death” is not a uniform concept, but rather one that has evolved over time\(^{11,12}\). Clinical brain death in its evolved form is not to be understood as “death of the brain” but death of the individual. The concept does not require all the functions of the brain to have ceased, as enshrined in USA law (UDDA Act, 1981) even though the term “whole brain death” is used. Some experts require that it must be physiologically impossible for the brain to function again\(^{11}\) while others merely accept that the brain will not actually function again\(^{14}\). The brain death theory also puts forwards the idea that actual death can be hidden by technology.

The evolution of the concept of brain death

In the late 1950s, with the advent of intensive care units, artificial airways, and artificial ventilation, it became possible to keep individuals who were in a permanent state of coma with no prospect of recovery alive.

In 1958, at the 23\(^{\text{rd}}\) International Conference of Neurology, two French neurologists, Pierre Mollaret, and Maurice Goulon, presented a series of 23 patients with severe neurological impairment in a state of irreversible coma for which they proposed the term \textit{coma dépassé}\(^{15}\).

In 1966, at the CIBA Foundation international symposium on “Ethics in Medical Progress: With Special Reference to Transplantation”\(^{16}\), one of the main issues was definition of death. Intense discussions took place concerning the issue of equating \textit{le coma dépassé} with death for the purposes of organ procurement. At the meeting was Joseph Murray, a surgeon involved in transplantation and a future member of the Ad Hoc Committee of Harvard medical school. “Those criteria are excellent,” he stated, “this is the kind of formulation that we will need before we can approach the legal profession.” However, there was strong opposition to Murray’s statement, affirming, “if a patient has a heartbeat he cannot be regarded as a cadaver.” No agreement was reached at the symposium on whether death should be redefined or not.

In December 1967, Christiana Bernard of South Africa performed the world’s first successful orthotopic human-to-human heart transplant\(^{17}\). With the consent of her father, Edward Darvall, and the local coroner present, Bernard took the heart of a 25-year-old young lady, Denise Darvall, who had sustained serious head injuries after being run over by a car\(^{18}\). No formal criteria for death had been fixed at that time. Bernard injected Denise’s heart with potassium chloride at the urging of his brother, Marius, causing the heart to stop, thereby fulfilling the whole-body standard for death before removing the heart. Bernard transplanted the heart in to a 54-year-old man named Louis Washkansky, whom Bernard had told together with his wife that the chances of success were 80%, for which Bernard has been criticised by ethicists for misleading the patient and his wife.\(^{19}\) Washkansky died of pneumonia 18 days after his surgery.

In early January 1968, the Ad Hoc Committee of Harvard medical school was formed under the chairmanship of Henry Beecher, an anaesthesiologist. Beecher had written to the dean of the Harvard Medical School, Robert Ebert in October 1967, requesting to form a committee: “Both Dr. Murray and I think the time has come for a further consideration of the definition of death. Every major hospital has patients stacked up waiting for suitable donors.”\(^{20}\) Ebert did not reply immediately but approved Beecher’s request on 4\(^{\text{th}}\) January 1968. The Committee, which consisted of ten physicians, a theologian, a law professor, and a historian of science, issued a statement in June 1968 redefining irreversible coma as “brain death”, followed by a publication in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) under the title, “A Definition of Irreversible Coma”. The clinical signs put forward by the Harvard Committee to define brain death were identical to those described by Mollaret and Goulon, almost a decade earlier, for \textit{le coma dépassé}. The Committee stated that its primary purpose was to define irreversible coma as a new criterion for death. This first sentence of the report made the assumption that someone in irreversible coma was a dead individual even if the heart and circulation continued to function. This assumption and its subsequent acceptance were done without presenting any philosophical justification which did not materialise until 1981. Giacominii, who has studied the original manuscripts of the Ad Hoc Harvard Committee came to the conclusion that the Committee,
“In constructing its definition had begun with the already familiar characteristic of organ donors…and ended up conveniently but coincidently with features consistent with a good vital organ source.”

The conclusion of the first draft of April 11th, 1968, gives an insight into the objectives of the Committee. It read, “The question before this committee cannot be simply to define death. This would not advance the organ transplantation since it would not cope with the essential issue of when the surgical team is authorized - legally, morally, and medically - in removing a vital organ”

In the draft of June 3, 1968, a similar statement can be found: “With increased experience and knowledge and development in the field of transplantation, there is great need for the tissues and organs of the hopelessly comatose in order to restore to health those who are still salvageable”. These drafts indicate that organ transplantation was a significant factor in writing the final report but not necessarily the prime goal of the Committee. The former chair of medicine of Massachusetts General Hospital Alexander Leaf said of Beecher, “He would have been the last person to have felt that one was doing this [defining brain death] to go in and get organs.” Furthermore, Beecher had a history of blowing the whistle on unethical behaviour.

The Harvard Committee considered cessation of neocortical activity to be an important criterion for brain death and it was believed that a completely flat EEG was necessary for the diagnosis of brain death. Only a year later, this requirement was modified in a subsequent publication. Soon, questions were being raised in scholarly literature about the concept of death.

In 1970 at the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) meeting in Chicago, Beecher presented a paper entitled “New Definitions of Death: Some Opposing Views.” Beecher made the claim that a human dies when there is irreversible loss of “personality, his conscious life, his uniqueness, his capacity for remembering, judging, reasoning, acting, enjoying, and so on.” This was in line with the higher-brain criteria for brain death while the original report required loss of all functions of the central nervous system. However, spinal cord requirement was dropped as it soon became apparent that spinal cord function could persist in patients who had death of the brainstem and cerebral hemispheres.

The following year, in 1971, a publication appeared citing two cases showing that an individual could be in an irreversible coma while still retaining some brain functions and respiration. The subsequent Hastings Report contrary to Henry Beecher’s paper at the AAAS the previous year, stated that the Harvard criteria goes beyond the mere assessment of higher-brain function to include absent brain-stem reflexes. This forms the basis of whole brain death criteria.

In 1981, President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioural Research put forward the rationale underpinning the brain death concept as “irreversible loss of the capacity of the body to organise and regulate itself, to function as a whole,” and its report included what came to be the Uniform Determination of Death Act (UDDA). This rationale was endorsed by Bernat, an international expert on brain death: “This criterion [whole brain death] is perfectly correlated with the permanent cessation of functioning of the organism as a whole because the brain is necessary for the functioning of the organism as a whole. It integrates, generates, interrelates, and controls complex bodily activities. A patient on a ventilator with a totally destroyed brain is merely a group of artificially maintained subsystems since the organism as a whole has ceased to function.”

This concept has been criticised by a number of commentators including Shewmon, Karakatsanis and Tsanakis, Truog and Nair-Collins.

The 1981 report stated that death of an individual can be determined in two ways:

(1) irreversible cessation of circulatory and respiratory functions, or
(2) irreversible cessation of all functions of the entire brain, including the brainstem. A determination of death must be made in accordance with accepted medical standards.

In response to growing critics, in 2008 the President’s Council on Bioethics decided to re-examine the rationale behind the brain death theory. The Council wrote, “And, perhaps most important, there are critics who have published evidence of ongoing integrated bodily activities in some persons meeting the criteria of “whole brain death” and who have claimed that this evidence
invalidates the rationale for today’s consensus position. These challenges invite—indeed, they necessitate—a re-examination of the neurological standard enshrined in law and medical practice. In this report, the President’s Council on Bioethics offers such a re-examination.\textsuperscript{34} Meanwhile across the Atlantic in the UK, brainstem death criteria were published in 1976 by the Conference of Medical Royal Colleges as prognostic guidelines "to establish diagnostic criteria of such rigour that on their fulfilment the mechanical ventilator can be switched off, in the secure knowledge that there is no possible chance of recovery."\textsuperscript{35}

In 1979, the Conference of Medical Royal Colleges decided that the prognostic guidelines published in 1976 would constitute a diagnosis of brain death meaning that the patient is dead\textsuperscript{26}. It was also claimed that the diagnostic criteria established for brain death criteria would suffice for whole brain death.

This claim was withdrawn in 1995 after a review by a Working Group of the Royal College of Physicians. The Conference of Medical Royal Colleges formally adopted the more accurate term "brainstem death" which was stated to be equivalent to death of the individual\textsuperscript{37}. Death being defined as “the permanent loss of the capacity for consciousness and spontaneous breathing”. The eminent British neurologist, Christopher Pallis explains: “The single matrix in which my definition is embedded is a sociological one, namely Judeo-Christian culture… The “loss of the capacity for consciousness” is much the same as the “departure of the conscious soul from the body,” just as “the loss of the capacity to breathe” is much the same as the “loss of the breath of life.”\textsuperscript{38}

The UK’s "brainstem death" criteria was a refinement of the USA’s “whole brain death” criteria. These two opposing positions led to a huge debate on the subject in the media and a six-month heated correspondence in the medical journals\textsuperscript{39}, following a rather provocative BBC Panorama programme on the subject entitled, “Are the Donors Really Dead,” aired on BBC1 on the 13\textsuperscript{th} October 1980. The USA’s criticism of the UK’s brainstem criteria was voiced by the President’s Council for Bioethics in 2008, “The UK standard… Such a reduction, in addition to being conceptually suspect, is clinically dangerous because it suggests that the confirmatory tests that go beyond the bedside checks for apnoea and brainstem reflexes are simply superfluous,”\textsuperscript{32} Roberts and Versnick report two cases in Canada declared brain dead using brainstem criteria both of whom regained spontaneous breathing.\textsuperscript{30} Brainstem criteria or whole brain criteria? The brainstem contains the reticular activating system essential for maintaining a state of wakefulness and transmitting impulses to the cerebral hemispheres responsible for generating consciousness. The brainstem is the most resilient part of the whole brain. The clinical tests for brainstem death do not test the reticular activating system directly. Loss of all brainstem reflexes implies loss of all brainstem functions which precludes discernible functioning of the cerebral hemispheres. So, if brainstem function is lost the brain cannot function. As Pallis puts it, “in the absence of brainstem activation, the cerebral hemispheres remain in a permanent state of coma.” However, Shewmon through his thought experiment comes to the logical conclusion that, “we are forced to conclude that a person dies when the cerebral hemispheres are destroyed…,”\textsuperscript{41} which he backs up with the German neurosurgeon Hassler’s report in successfully arousing patients comatosed from discrete brainstem injury by artificially stimulating the reticular activating system.\textsuperscript{42} This is one of the criticisms of the brainstem stem criteria as it gives rise to the absurd possibility of a conscious corpse. In the 1990s, it became clear that certain brain functions such as hypothalamic and pituitary functions remain in brain dead patients, and this was not consistent with the legal definition of brain death which required irreversible cessation of all brain functions (UDDA Act, 1981). “Cessation of all brain functions” in clinical practice became to be interpreted as “cessation of all critical brain functions.” Singer, despite his utilitarian philosophical outlook, stated, “the brain death criterion for death is nothing other than a convenient fiction”, a view corroborated by other scholars.\textsuperscript{43,44,45} Such a legal fiction is not designed to deceive but it does have the effect of implanting a false belief in the addressees.

Further analysis reveals more inconsistencies in the brain death concept. What is the underlying criterion for equating brain death with death? The proponents of the brain death concept contend that permanent loss of integrated biological function of an organism as a whole is sufficient basis for declaring an individual dead.\textsuperscript{28} However, integrated biological function can continue in brain dead patients without contribution from the brain.\textsuperscript{30} These somatically integrated functions include homeostasis, energy balance, wound healing, fighting infection and other functions.

Proponents will argue that these functions are only possible with the aid of artificial ventilation. But what is important is that these functions, normally associated with life, are present; the reason why they are present is
not so important. In some extreme cases of total locked-in syndrome the patient may be conscious and aware but may exhibit no more integrated functioning than brain death patients. Such locked-in syndrome patients are considered alive but require intensive care to keep them alive, similar to the brain dead patient. Proponents will point out that the locked-in syndrome patient is conscious, the brain dead patient is not.

There has been much criticism by experts regarding the definition of death and the presumption of equating brain death with actual death. Veatch has gone so far as to say, “It has now become clear that no reasonable person accepts the Harvard Committee position that “brain death” is a plausible definition of death.”

An extension of the brain death concept - The “higher-brain death” concept

Considering all the inconsistencies with the brain death theory some philosophers have put forward the idea that “the person dies” with the “irreversible loss of capacity for consciousness” while the “human organism dies” with the “irreversible cessation of circulatory and respiratory functions”.

The “higher-brain” standard for brain death holds that key functions of the brain such as memory, consciousness, and personality, are what make us a person, and since those functions originate in the cerebral hemispheres, it is the death of those portions of the brain that count as death of the person. A number of argumentative strategies have been put forward to support the concept of higher-brain standard for brain death, these include loss of “loss of personal identity”, loss of “moral standing” and, loss of “prudential value”. The higher-brain theory for death is objectionable because it suggests there are two types of death (personhood and biological). Some death related behaviours come into play after death of personhood, others after biological death. But in reality, there is only one death. An individual is either dead or alive. Although the higher-brain death theory is philosophically defensible as a theory in practice it would pose considerable problems, as Laureys, an expert in persistent vegetative state (PVS) and brain injury points out: “Clinical testing for absence of consciousness is much more problematic than testing for absence of wakefulness, brainstem reflexes and apnoea in whole brain or brainstem death.” The diagnostic criteria we have at the present for determining higher-brain death has a 30-40% false positive misdiagnosis rate for the vegetative state. Shewmon and Holmes reported two cases in an abstract, at the International Child Neurology meeting in Tokyo in 1990, of children born without a cerebral cortex who were not only conscious but also had voluntary motor movements and rudimentary vision. One of these cases, Andrew, was reported by the Associated Press in 1989, “Boy born without a brain proves doctors wrong” when he was 5 years old and attending nursery school. Andrew with his brain anatomy should only have had a short vegetative life and considered dead according to the higher brain death criteria. These two cases proved that the cortical doctrine of consciousness was not true in these congenital situations.

Higher brain death is one step removed from “mental death”. The concept of the biologically alive human “non-persons” played a key role in the professional acceptance of euthanasia of mentally ill, retarded, and demented individuals in Nazi medical crimes popularised by the book in 1920 entitled, “Permission to Destroy Life Unworthy of Living” by jurist Karl Binding and psychiatrist Alfred Hoche.

Consciousness is not an all or none phenomenon but part of a continuum and there is no universally agreed upon definition of consciousness. If we were to adopt the higher-brain standard, then patients in PVS would be considered dead even though they can breathe spontaneously and have other brainstem functions. They can maintain this status for years in some cases. Similarly, babies born with anencephaly who are unconscious but breathing for themselves would be considered dead under the higher-brain standard. It is unlikely the public would accept dissection in the anatomy room, a post-mortem examination or burial of unconscious individuals breathing for themselves.

If such a criterion of death was to be implemented, it would, theoretically, mean that an individual declared dead based on permanent loss of consciousness, could be subjected to major surgery for vital organ retrieval while breathing spontaneously. Would such an individual need an anaesthetic? “Brain dead patients do not require anaesthesia or sedation…” according to the 1999 guidelines manual of the Intensive Care Society (UK). Brain dead donors are usually given a paralysing agent to prevent any spinal reflex movements during surgery, oxygen and any drugs required to control blood pressure and heart rate. Some authors have stated that nociception (pain) and awareness in donors cannot be excluded during the surgical procedure of organ retrieval.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying criteria</th>
<th>Biological death</th>
<th>Religious death</th>
<th>Whole brain</th>
<th>Brainstem</th>
<th>Higher-brain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cessation of all biological functions that sustain life</td>
<td>Desoulment</td>
<td>Loss of integrated biological function</td>
<td>Loss of personhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: Brain death criteria

#### Underlying criteria
- Biological death: Cessation of all biological functions that sustain life
- Religious death: Desoulment
- Whole brain death: Loss of integrated biological function
- Brainstem death: Loss of personhood
- Higher-brain death: Irreversible loss of capacity for consciousness

#### Diagnostic criteria
- Irreversible cessation of circulation and respiration
- Known cause + Loss of all brainstem reflexes + ancillary tests
- Known cause + Loss of all brainstem reflexes
- Diagnostic criteria are inaccurate at present

**Fig. 1 Comparison of different formulations/ criteria of death**

A study by Grigg et al. showed 20% (11/56) of brain dead patients had EEG activity and demonstrated sleep-like cortical EEG in 4% for as long as 7 days. Brainstem auditory evoked potentials can persist and were demonstrated by Machado in 27% (5/30) and by Sasaki in 26% (5/19) of brain dead patients. Wijdicks and Pfeifer reported a study which showed that at autopsy, the brainstem was reported as normal or minimally ischemic in about 60% of patients who were determined brain dead by clinical examination only. Some anaesthetists in the UK have suggested giving anaesthesia to brain dead patients. Advocating an anaesthetic for brain dead individuals is problematic as it casts doubt in them being actually dead. It is generally accepted amongst the medical profession that brain dead individuals do not feel pain, if there is some sort of sensation still present it is not similar to the pain that a living person feels. Some anaesthetists do administer anaesthesia to brain dead donors during organ retrieval but not because they believe the donors feel pain but for cardiovascular stability.

Fig. 1 shows different formulations of death with their underlying criteria and diagnostic criteria. The underlying principle for all the brain death formulations is the permanent loss of consciousness which is in line with the higher-brain death criteria. Consciousness is a critical function of an organism, permitting it to interact adaptively with its environment and it is crucial to the personhood of an individual.

Rashid, by citing the opinions of past Muslim scholars, states that permanent loss of consciousness is legal death in Islam (al-mawt al-hukmī). Rashid puts forward the following three pertinent points relevant to the discussion:

1. A state of consciousness in the dying process described by past Muslim scholars as al-ḥayāt ghayr al-mustaqaṭrah (unstable life) can be equated with legal death in Islam (al-mawt al-hukmī). At this point the soul has lost control of the critical rational components of the body resulting in permanent loss of voluntary movements, coherent speech, and eyesight.

In 1985, the Islamic Organisation for Medical Sciences (IOMS) equated brain death with unstable life (al-ḥayāt ghayr al-mustaqaṭrah), allowing discontinuation of life-support systems but did not equate brain death with a formal declaration of legal death. The IOMS reviewed its stand on the subject in 1996 and did not make any alterations to its original statement.

The term al-ḥayāt ghayr al-mustaqaṭrah contains the word “ḥayāt” meaning life, suggesting there is still life present.

2. Determination of legal death in Islam requires only dominant probability (ghalabat al-zann) and not certainty-“but it actually suffices to determine death as a predominant probability (ghalabat al-zann) from a pragmatic perspective.”

In his fatwa Butt states the position of the four Sunni Islamic schools of jurisprudence is that where there is doubt regarding death, the declaration of death should be delayed until it can be positively ascertained. It would be reasonable to assume that equating brain death with death is surrounded by doubt and controversy. In practice it
may be impractical to archive absolute certainty, but we can try to achieve moral certainty.

3. Rashid points out that although intentional injury inflicted to an individual in a state of unstable life *(al-hayāt ghayr al-mustaqarrah)* is punishable in Islamic law, in the procurement of organs from such an individual who has given consent, because there is no intention to harm, his death is not being hastened as he is already legally dead, the action is for a good cause to benefit the life of another, so the punishment will be excused. This, of course, assumes that unstable life *(al-hayāt ghayr al-mustaqarrah)* is accepted as legal death while the term itself suggests that there is life, even though death may be inevitable. 

Although Rashid defends his position on the above three points in detail using the views of some past Muslim scholars, the higher-brain death criteria has not been adopted by any jurisdiction anywhere in the world even though it does have considerable support from Western scholarship. Muslims hold the legal rulings of their past scholars in very high regard, but these rulings must be in accordance with reality. The past Muslim scholars held the legal position that the maximum gestation period was 2-7 years or more, based on the knowledge available to them. The intention of these jurists may have been to protect the lineage, but no contemporary Muslim scholar would endorse this view as it defies current scientific knowledge.

If such a legal ruling was to be enacted in this day and age, it could mean a woman who was divorced 2 years ago, could bear a child out of wedlock and then claim child maintenance from her ex-husband with whom she has had no contact for 2 years, by attributing the child to him. Similarly, contemporary scholars have revised the legal rulings of past scholars on issues such as fast invalidators for medical interventions as our understanding of the human anatomy has improved. An individual can be declared legally dead after missing for a period of time, but if he turns up alive, i.e., evidence of being alive, then he is alive despite being labelled legally dead.

The Rational of Equating Brain Death with Actual Death

The mainstream prevailing view is that death is a biological phenomenon, not a concept nor a theory. On that premise a logical approach to the problem would be to:

1. Define death based on a philosophical basis,
2. Determine the physiological criteria that satisfy the definition and,
3. Identify diagnostic tests required to determine when the physiological criteria have been fulfilled.

In science, when trying to understand certain difficult phenomena, we put forward a theory or a concept, and then proceed to check the validity of this theory with known observations and predictions to confirm or reject the theory. In 2008 The Academy of the Royal Medical Colleges justified declaring brain death as death because brain death will lead to “organ necrosis within a short period of time” and “cessation of heartbeat within a few days.” This obviously does not happen because in the vast majority either the life support is withdrawn, or essential organs are extracted. However, if the brain dead individuals are provided with nutrients and oxygen, they may maintain many functions which require a high level of biological integration. Jahi McMath, for instance, continued to grow while she was brain dead, and she underwent puberty. The organs of brain dead individuals, in many cases, do not undergo necrosis within a short period of time nor does the heart cease to function within a few days. These patients can be kept going for years in very rare cases.

Not quite brain dead...A new protocol for determining death to increase the organ donor pool

In the face of a crisis of organ shortage for transplantation, a new protocol for determining death was introduced to increase the organ donor pool in the early 1990s. This is in effect a modification of the traditional cardio-respiratory criteria, and the criteria used by Bernard for the first human heart transplant. The protocol is referred to as donation after circulatory death (DCD). Controlled circulatory death (Maastricht class IV) is applicable to organ donors who do not quite fulfill the criteria for brain death, or their facial injuries preclude the conducting of clinical tests for diagnosing brain death. If these individuals are not organ donors, then life-support measures would be withdrawn to allow them to die naturally. But because they are organ donors, artificial life support measures are maintained to preserve the organs until the time of organ retrieval. The life support measures are then stopped, allowing the heart and then the circulation to come to a standstill for a period which varies from 2-20 minutes (hands-off or no-touch time) depending on country and location, after
which the individual is declared dead, and the organ removal process commences. This controlled cessation of circulation time is to ensure brain death has indeed taken place by depriving the brain of oxygen, so the underlying criteria for declaration of death in these cases is still brain death even though the diagnostic criteria used to determine death is circulatory. Organ donation babies have been declared dead after as little as 75 seconds of circulatory arrest.\textsuperscript{68} The underlying rationale for declaring death in these cases is that 75 seconds of circulatory arrest rules out auto-resuscitation and since no attempt is going to be made to resuscitate such a patient, death can be declared. It is important to point out that even though the heart of the donor was healthy enough to function in the recipient, it would have been impossible to restore the health of the dying donor.

Ethical objections have been raised by some experts in the field and some have cast doubt on whether these donors after circulatory death (DCD) are truly dead or not\textsuperscript{69,70}, particularly because heart transplantation does take place from donors declared dead using DCD criteria\textsuperscript{71}. While other experts have defended the position that DCD patients are indeed dead\textsuperscript{72}. Resuscitation research shows that 10–15\% of patients recover with normal or only moderately disabled cerebral function when they are successfully resuscitated after more than 5–6 minutes of cardiac arrest\textsuperscript{73,74,75}.

Some of the strongest proponents of DCD practices, such as Bernat and colleagues, recognise that such issues “remain controversial and that they may change with further research and ethical analysis”\textsuperscript{76}.

**The Reality of Death in Religion**

From a religious perspective, death is not a manufactured concept of the human mind. It is a reality created by the Almighty:

“He, who created death and life that He may test you [so see] which of you is best in conduct. And He is the Almighty, the All-forgiving.” Quran 67:2

All three Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam) generally define death as the departure of the soul from the body\textsuperscript{77,78}. This definition is fixed. The precise moment at which the soul departs from the body resulting in death is not accompanied by any physical sign that we can ascertain with precision for practical application, it is a metaphysical phenomenon. The diagnostic criteria used to determine the departure of the soul from the body will be dependent on medical advances and the technology available. Using advanced diagnostic methods to determine desoulment of the body is permissible from a religious perspective. The traditional method used to determine this endpoint was the irreversible loss of heartbeat and breathing. These diagnostic criteria are still accepted by contemporary religious scholars as reliable signs of departure of the soul from the body.

**Concept of brain death v Reality of religious death**

Death is a natural biological phenomenon not a concept nor a theory, this is the mainstream prevailing view. It is a reality created by God Almighty whereas brain death is a concept of the human mind. The reality of death is independent of the limits of the human mind to formulate concepts about it. The reality of death is independent of who declares death or how widely a particular concept or theory about death is accepted.

Scholars from all the three Abrahamic faiths have discussed the feasibility of brain death being equivalent to death with proponents and opponents of brain death in each of the three Faiths. The arguments in each Faith are complex and non-conclusive. The principles involved are shared amongst these three Faiths:

1. Intention of an action is very important in religion as actions are judged by intention. Why do we want to diagnose death at its earliest point?
2. In religion, prevention of harm takes precedence over doing good.

The taking of one life to save another life is not acceptable even if the life to be terminated is likely to be short.

In Islam killing one innocent person is akin to killing the whole of humanity; saving a life is akin to saving the whole of humanity\textsuperscript{79}.

In the words of Pope John Paul II, "the respect due to human life absolutely prohibits the directand positive sacrifice of that life, even though it maybe for the benefit of another human being who might be felt to be entitled to preference\textsuperscript{80}.

In Judaism there is the principle of (one life may not be set aside to ensure another life).

3. Amongst the purposes of religious law is to protect life and resources.
4. The burden of proof that brain death is actual (religious) death is on those who declare brain death as actual death and not on those who do not accept brain death, to prove that the brain dead person is alive.

If brain death is to be accepted as death in religious law (Judaism, Christianity, or Islam) then we must consider two important questions:

1. On what religious basis can brain death be accepted as death?
2. Do the diagnostic criteria currently used in clinical practice to determine brain death fulfil the religious requirements?

It should be stressed that the mere presence of a beating heart of an individual does not imply that the individual is alive since it is possible to remove the heart from a body and keep it beating in a machine such as the Transmedics Organ Care system. Similarly, the heartbeat and other biological functions start before ensoulment of the foetus which occurs at 120 days according to most Muslim scholars. So, the mere presence or absence of a heartbeat is not conclusive proof in itself that the soul is invariably present or absent from the body.

Fig. 2 below shows comparison of different death formulations (criteria) with reference to the presence or absence of generally accepted signs of life. Declaring patients “dead” solely on the basis of “a definition” seems to contradict our common sense of what it is to be alive.

| Irreversible loss of all brain functions | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible loss of consciousness | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● |
| Irreversible cessation of spontaneous breathing | ● | ● | ● | ● | ○ |
| Irreversible cessation of circulation | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible loss of ability to maintain homeostasis | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible decomposition of whole body | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Increase in entropy in all organs | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible loss of ability to grow | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible loss of ability to absorb food | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible loss of ability to excrete waste products | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible loss of ability to fight infection | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Irreversible loss of ability to heal wounds | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |
| Totally unresponsive to surgical stimuli | ● | ● | ○ | ○ | ○ |

Fig. 2: Comparison of features associated with different formulations/ criteria for death in relation to actual death
● = Present / True     ○ = Absent / False
Those scholars who accept brain death as death give different reasons for acceptance. These include:

1. Since brain death is accepted as death by a very large body of professionals then it is permissible to accept on the principle of customary law. We also have to rely on the opinion of the experts. Unfortunately, most professionals have not given much thought to what brain death is. The real experts on the subject disagree amongst themselves about the concept of brain death as death. I personally conducted a survey amongst 41 consultant anaesthetists at our hospitals at Manchester University NHS Trust. The response rate was 40/41. All consultant anaesthetists have had intensive care training and are familiar with the term brain death. 62.5% (25/40) of the respondents did not think that it is possible for a dead person to continue to grow, fight infections nor heal wounds. Yet, all these features are present in brain dead individuals.

A formal survey, conducted by Joffe, of 192 American neurologists concluded that they do not have a consistent rationale for accepting brain death as death, nor a clear understanding of diagnostic tests for brain death.

2. The soul commands the body; with the permanent loss of consciousness, sentence (capacity to feel) and volition (capacity for decision making), it can be deduced that the soul has left the body.

Rashid while quoting al-Ghazali’s work, *Ihya ‘ulûm al-din*, writes “The meaning of the soul parting from the body is the separation (tasarruf) of the control of its actions from the body. The organs are tools of the soul to be used by it such as grasping with hands, listening with ears, seeing with eyes, and knowing the truth of things with the heart. And the heart here refers to the soul and the soul knows the things independent of an instrument. It is for that reason that it feels pain directly from the types of grief, distress and sadness and it enjoys varieties of happiness and pleasure.”

Butt commenting on the same text writes: “Al-Ghazali presents cognitive functions as direct attributes of the soul without the medium of any part of the physical body. However, there is no clear scriptural basis for this, and this is rather pure conjecture which we know today to be untrue. Cognition, perception, volition, and thought are all functions of the cerebral cortex.”

Pallis, who produced the accepted criteria for brainstem death said that in his definition he used “loss of the capacity for consciousness” criteria because it is embedded in Judeo-Christian culture.

If we confine the definition of death to “the permanent loss of consciousness” in a religious context when we know that consciousness is a function of the cerebral cortex does that imply the seat of the soul is confined to the cerebral cortex?

3. Some religious authorities have put forward their own criteria of what constitutes brain death. So, it seems on the surface they accept brain death as death, but they do not accept the diagnostic criteria used to determine brain death in clinical practice, so in reality, they reject brain death as it is practiced in clinical medicine.

The IIFA-OIC (Amman, 1986) and ECRF (Dublin, 2000) *fatawa* (legal edicts) accepted brain death as death with the condition that all brain functions have ceased, and the brain has started to degenerate in the case of IIFA-OIC.

The Pope John Paul II made a similar statement, “the complete and irreversible cessation of all brain activity, if rigorously applied, does not seem to conflict with the essential elements of a sound anthropology.”

The diagnostic criteria used for brainstem death and whole brain death in practice do not test for cessation of all brain functions. In fact, it is well known that in the diagnosis of brain death some brain functions continue to persist.

4. Some scholars who accept the concept of brain death as death but do not consider the current diagnostic tests used to determine brain death as sufficient and stipulate additional tests such as angiographic scanning.

5. Brain death is physiological decapitation. Shewmon has argued, “the ‘physiologically decapitated’ brain-dead body is just as much a living ‘organism as whole’ as a body with high spinal cord transection, the difference being the former is comatose and the latter is conscious.” He has also argued that the decapitation analogies, “in the final analysis are irrelevant to understanding clinical brain death, in which no such separation is involved.” “Brain-body disconnection, which is the essence of the ‘physiological decapitation’ analogy, brings to light a number of paradoxes or mental (logical) disconnects between mainstream brain-death theory and mainstream brain-death practice.”
6. The brain contains the respiratory centre, so brain death is akin to permanent cessation of capacity for respiration which is considered as death in religion. Permanent loss of capacity for respiration is also present in an individual inflicted with a high cervical cord lesion whom no one would consider dead, they live out their lives on a ventilator as did Christopher Reeve after sustaining a C1-2 injury in 1995, which left him paralysed from neck down with permanent loss of capacity to breathe. He died in 2004 following an allergic reaction to an antibiotic.

7. The Muslim Law Council (UK), in its 1995 fatwa, accepted brainstem death as death in Islam in the context of organ transplantation. It stated, "The Council accepts brainstem death as constituting the end of life for the purpose of organ transplant." The Council provided no details of the reasoning behind their decision. It also raises the question: Should the declaration of death of an individual be dependent on whether he or she is an organ donor?

Despite widespread acceptance of brain death as death in modern medicine, a number of prominent Islamic fiqh councils around the world have rejected death in religious death, including the Indian fiqh academy, IFFA-OIC, IFFA-MWL, FCNA and ECFR as well as some Christian and Jewish bodies.

Verheijde and Potts concluded that: "It is therefore possible that heart-beating organ procurement from patients with impaired consciousness is de facto a concealed practice of active euthanasia and physician-assisted death, both of which, either concealed or overt, the Catholic Church opposes." The US Halacha Committee of the Rabbinical Council of America and the UK London Beth Din have rejected the concept of brain death as actual death.

For the proper functioning of a modern civil society, it is necessary to draw a line in the dying process to differentiate between the living and the dead. Where exactly this line is drawn will vary depending on which country you are in, and it is based on local socio-political factors. The position of this line can be changed to better serve and reflect the needs of the local community. It comes down to what the local population will accept as death, and this can change with time. The status of being alive or dead determines the statutory rights of an individual in society. The declaration of legal death is not synonymous with actual death.

Similarly, the legal age of majority has been fixed by different countries from 15 years to 21 years, but this is not necessarily the same as the actual biological transformation from childhood to adulthood, nor the age of majority set by different religions.

The danger of using man-made concepts is that man-made concepts change with time and location whereas reality is constant. An individual declared dead in the UK using brainstem criteria is not considered to be dead in the USA nor Australia nor Europe. Prior to 1979, a brainstem dead person was not considered to be dead in the UK but after 1979 the same person with the same severity of disease became dead.

Implications and strategies used to increase organ donation rates in the Muslim community

Advocates of organ donation in the past have suggested strategies to improve organ donation rates amongst Western Muslims. These strategies include re-interpretation of religious texts associated with organ donation and educating the public about the subject. This has happened to a certain extent. But the religious texts on death cannot be re-interpreted in the same way as for organ donation.

Figures from NHSBT (UK) show that there is a huge need for donated organs especially for ethnic minority patients. This fact, in combination with highlighting that there are so many different scholarly opinions (fatwa) on organ donation, albeit in various scenarios, allows individuals to pick and choose a fatwa which fits the purpose. However, not mentioning brain death at all when promoting organ donation amongst Muslims is a serious omission, because those Muslim scholars who consider deceased organ donation as permissible do require the donors to be Islamically dead as a condition of permissibility before essential organs are removed. The organ donation campaigns and internet sites “provide positive reinforcement and promotional information rather than the transparent disclosure of organ donation process”.

The story of Elijah Smith demonstrates the importance of the public adequately understanding what the process of organ donation involves. Elijah Smith, a 22-year-old man was declared brain dead following a serious road traffic accident in 2013 in Ohio, USA. He had agreed to be an organ donor when applying for his driving licence the year before his fatal accident. When the local hospital made arrangements to remove his organs the parents of Elijah Smith, who were not against organ donation,
objected because they did not think he was dead yet. According to Mrs Smith, her son did not understand what he was agreeing to when he registered as an organ donor, and that, had he understood that organ removal takes place while on a ventilator and with a beating heart, he would not have registered as a donor. Elijah Smith’s organs were removed under a court order against the wishes of his parents. Signing an organ donor card is akin to writing a Will, relatives cannot override the decision of the organ donor.

Fortunately, this would not happen in the UK under the deemed consent law because the NHSBT is committed to supporting the faith and beliefs of individuals throughout the organ and tissue donation process.

Concluding remarks

For the advocates of brain death, the advent of brain death was a great scientific discovery, the story of a lost paradise. For the critics of the brain death concept, the brain death story is one of deception and betrayal, a definition that defies scientific truths, invented to serve the needs, and demands of the transplant community. It was not scientific objectivity but professional interests that governed the implementation of brain death policies. Both narratives these are true to a certain extent.

As the definition of death has evolved over time this may indicate that death cannot be accurately defined, and the only stable definition may be “irreversible cessation of life.” Which would imply any signs of life precludes the diagnosis of death.

In its current form, the brain death concept has inconsistencies, leading to allegations of legal fiction by some commentators. There have been calls to revise the legal statutory definition of death in USA or to abandon the dead donor rule. Some academics have advocated entirely dropping the neurological determination of death and relying on the much simpler cardio-respiratory formulation contained in the first part of the Uniform Determination of Death Act. The cardio-respiratory criteria, of course, is problematic in that both the heart and lungs can be re-animated and should human life be reduced to just two organs? The chief advantage of such an updated traditional approach, according to proponents, is that it most adequately characterizes the difference between life and death.

Even Bernat, perhaps the staunchest defender of brain death acknowledges that the brain death paradigm is flawed, as do other prominent commentators such as Seifert, Potts, Byrne, and Nilges, Joffe and Shewmon.

There is no underlying biological rationale for why brain death should be taken as actual death, none of the underpinning criteria put forward by the proponents stand up to scrutiny. The justification that brain death is death because the brain is the central integrator of the body is not valid, the body does not disintegrate without a working brain; the rationale that the concept of brain death depended on this close temporal association between brain death and cardiac arrest is invalid, brain dead individuals’ hearts can keep beating for years; the destruction of the respiratory centre in the brainstem leading to permanent loss of capacity to breathe is not a valid reason; what we are left with is the permanent loss of consciousness as the only defensible rationale philosophically but rejected by medicine. The fact that children born with no cerebral cortex have displayed consciousness with voluntary motor movements undermines the core basis of the higher brain death theory. What are we left with? A purely brain based definition of death is neither feasible nor necessary. The brain death concept has been a pragmatic approach with no credible underlying justification. It has solved a problem and served the needs of society in which it operates for over 50 years. From a secular utilitarian approach, whether brain death is actual death or not, is not so important, the important thing is that it is widely accepted by the public, it allows extraction of living organs from individuals declared dead and protects doctors against any charge of homicide. The dead donor rule for organ donation is important to the public even though its application may be questionable. Brain dead (whole brain or brainstem) individuals are as good as dead. They will never recover brain function, the rationale that the concept of brain death operates for over 50 years. From a secular utilitarian approach, whether brain death is actual death or not, is not so important, the important thing is that it is widely accepted by the public, it allows extraction of living organs from individuals declared dead and protects doctors against any charge of homicide. The dead donor rule for organ donation is important to the public even though its application may be questionable. Brain dead (whole brain or brainstem) individuals are as good as dead. They will never recover brain function. Making any changes for greater consistency, accuracy, truthfulness, and transparency risks undermining public confidence.

If greater consistency, accuracy, truthfulness, and transparency is a goal, one solution would be to disaggregate death from “death behaviours”. So that organs could be removed, life support could be unilaterally withdrawn by doctors when a patient fulfils the criteria of brain death without declaring them dead.
This would mean abandoning the “dead donor rule” for organ retrieval. Such a policy would not be without risks. And such an approach may not sit well in a religious context in which the sanctity of life is paramount. All brain dead individuals are not all the same, the severity of the medical condition varies. It is unlikely that pure brain dead individuals with all the other organs and systems functioning near normal are truly dead. Whether or not the soul has departed from an individual declared brain dead is impossible to ascertain with certainty. The only statement anyone can make for certain on this issue is that no one knows for sure. Labelling them “legally” dead does not change the reality. Legal death is not synonymous with actual death.

The fatwa of contemporary Muslim scholars would indicate that medical science has not yet reached a sufficient level of understanding of death to justify creating a new standard for legal death in Islam. The study of the evolution and analysis of the criteria underpinning the brain death theory supports this position. The brain death theory is not a medical fact but a value judgment, a conclusion looking for a justification. It may be that the true definition of death cannot be reduced to the isolated failure of one or two organs but the failure of multiple bodily systems to the “point of no return,” meaning no amount of medical effort can prevent the body from losing its integrity to maintain homeostasis, and resist entropy and disintegration. The real integrator of the whole body is not the brain but the soul. To identify the “point of no return” with precision is elusive and may be impossible. Rashid’s approach to the problem has been to resort to the opinion of some Muslim scholars of the past in trying to define death, because “it is important to understand that Muslims accept a legal definition of death not a scientific one,” and to put forward the idea of two deaths (hukmī and haqiqī). Rashid states, “The permanent loss of consciousness” is legal death in Islam. Such a philosophical approach requires no reference to the brain. It is based on the notion that the soul is the administrator of the body responsible for higher cognitive function, sentience (capacity to feel) and volition (capacity for decision making). Such a position is analogous to the higher brain death put forward by some western philosophers and from an Islamic perspective it seems to limit the seat of the soul to the higher brain. No jurisdiction has ever accepted higher brain death as legal death.

Brain death or the determination of death by neurological criteria remains controversial scientifically, culturally, and legally, worldwide. Most commentators agree that death should not be treated merely as a legal construct nor as a matter of social agreement but instead, the standard used for determining death must be defensible on biological as well as philosophical grounds. If an individual is declared dead based on a particular criterion of death but continues to display obvious signs of life, then the criterion should be reviewed. It would be helpful for the UK Muslims if a national body of UK Islamic scholars together with appropriate expertise from other specialists could issue a unified ruling on the issue of brain death in the context of Islamic death as the Fiqh Council of North America has done for the Muslims in the USA.
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